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Abstract—Content Caching in the Device-to-Device (D2D)
cellular networks can be utilized to improve the content delivery
efficiency and reduce traffic load of cellular networks. In such
cache enabled D2D communication networks, how to cache the
diversity contents in the multiple cache enabled mobile terminals,
namely, the caching deployment, has a substantial impact on
network performance since the cache space in a mobile terminal
is relatively small compared with the huge amounts of multimedia
contents. In this paper, a user preference aware caching deployment algorithm is proposed for D2D caching networks. Firstly,
the user preference is defined to measure the interests of users on
the data contents, and based on this, the definition of user interest
similarity is given. Then a content cache utility of a mobile
terminal is defined by taking the communication coverage of this
mobile terminal and the user interest similarity of its adjacent
mobile terminals into consideration. A general cache utility
maximization problem with joint caching deployment and cache
space allocation is formulated, where the special logarithmic
utility function is integrated. In doing so, the caching deployment
and the cache space allocation can be decoupled by equal cache
space allocation. Subsequently, we relax the logarithmic utility
maximization problem, and obtain a low complexity near-optimal
solution via dual decomposition method. Compared with the
existing caching placement methods, the proposed algorithm can
achieve significant improvement on cache hit ratio, content access
delay and traffic offloading gain.
Index Terms—device-to-device
caching, user preference

communication,

content

I. I NTRODUCTION
ODAY’S internet traffic internet traffic is dominated by
content distribution and retrieval. With the rapid explosion of the data volume and content diversity, it becomes
challenging to deliver high quality service to the end user
efficiently and securely. In the pioneer work [1], opportunistic
multihop transmission had been considered to offload network
traffic by exploiting the mobile devices capabilities in the
cellular networks. Recently, content caching, a widely adopted
content delivery technique in Internet for reducing network
traffic load, has been exploited in fifth generation (5G) mobile
networks. It has been proven that caching of popular content
and pushing them close to consumers can significantly reduce
the mobile traffic [2]. [3], [4] have explicitly demonstrated the
role of the caching technology in enabling the 5G networks.
With this, in the cellular networks, there have been many
works utilizing the cache to improve the system performance
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of the network. Authors in [5]–[7] have introduced the idea
of femto-caching helpers, which are small base stations (BSs) with a low-bandwidth backhaul link and high storage
capabilities. Recent work [8]–[11] have shown that one of
the most promising approaches for the system performance
improvement relies on caching, i.e., storing the video files
in the users local caches and/or in dedicated helper nodes
distributed in the network coverage area.
Intuitively, caching provides a way to exploit the inherent
content reuse while coping with the asynchronism among
requests [12]. In addition, caching is appealing since it leverages the wireless devices storage capacity, which can improve
the network capacity and mitigate the video stalling [13],
minimize the average content access delay [14], and reduce the
energy consumption [15]. The content caching can be more
efficiency with the help of big data analysis and estimation
techniques [16].
Apart from caching, device-to-device (D2D) communication
has been regarded as another driving force behind the evolution
into 5G, considering D2D communication is able to effectively
utilize the air interface resources and offload the cellular
network traffic. In the conventional cellular network, a mobile
terminal (MT) can only rely on a base station (BS) in the
cellular network to acquire the desired content. In the cellular
network with D2D, the prospect of cellular communication
applications can be extended with direct communication capabilities between devices. For example,if the neighbor MTs
have the same content, the content can be directly delivered
from his neighbor devices.
D2D caching networks, which take both advantages of
caching and D2D communication technologies, have naturally
set the stage for the 5G evolution [8], [9]. In the D2D caching
networks, the MTs equipped with storage space are used as
caching nodes, and the mobile users collaborative download
and cache different parts of the same content simultaneously
from the serving BS, and then share them by using D2D
communications. Although the cache space on each individual
MT is not necessarily large, the cache space of multiple
devices can form a large virtual unified cache space, which can
cache a large amount of multimedia content. By using storage
overhead in exchange for transmission efficiency, the D2D
caching networks can offload cellular traffic, reduce content
access delay, and improve the user experience.
In view of forming a large virtual unified cache space,
caching deployment is a problem that looks into how the
diversity contents is cached in multiple cache-enabled MTs as
it would lead to significant impact to the network performance
of D2D caching networks. Some literatures have studied the
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caching deployment optimization problem [17]–[24], which
are discussed in the related works section. These works
utilize the D2D cache to achieve their goals by taking the
channel state information, the popularity of the content, the
available bandwidth resources, the data transmission rate, and
the distribution of users into account. However, in the context
of multimedia content distribution, especially in wireless social
networks, the user’s preference for content has a great impact
on the cache system performance. In [25], the author pointed
out that each data object would eventually be sent to interested
users. For users, the closer to the storage location of the data
object, the less network traffic it will consume to access the
data objects. In the selection of caching location of the content
replicas, the users interest preference has certain guidance,
and the content replicas should be stored in the location
much closer to the user who is interested in it. Therefore,
the caching deployment strategy can be designed based on the
user preference, considering that each user in the D2D network
is a relatively independent entity.
In this paper, we propose a user preference aware caching
deployment algorithm for the D2D caching networks. We
integrate user preference when formulating the content cache
utility, establish the optimization problem of cache utility, and
implement the near-optimal caching placement algorithm. The
outcomes of this research provide the upper bound of caching
performance of D2D networks, and also the performance
bounds for the follow-up study of distributed and online
caching strategies.
The contributions of this paper are shown as below:
1) In order to improve the caching performance, the content
cache utility of each MT is defined to measure the caching
utilization. Distinguished with the existing research on the
caching deployment optimization problem, the proposed utility
definition takes both the user preference and the transmission
coverage region into consideration. The rationale behind this is
that when the content replicas are cached in the nodes near the
nodes generating the content requests, the caching utilization
can be improved. As such, the MT should cache some specific
contents which may be interested by the adjacent MTs with
similar user preference to improve the caching efficiency. In
addition, more neighbor MTs in the communication coverage
region of a MT will lead to the higher possibility of content
sharing of the cached content, and the larger content caching
utility of this MT.
2) The content cache utility maximization problem is formulated for the caching performance optimization. The existing
works on user preference based caching deployment strategy
mainly use heuristic method, while the optimal solution of the
optimization problem formulated in this work will give the best
caching performance, which can be seen as the upper bound
of the caching performance obtained by the caching deployment. Firstly, a general cache utility maximization problem
is introduced. Then, a specific logarithmic utility function is
adopted, which provides a network-wide proportional fairness.
With the logarithmic cache utility, the caching deployment and
the cache space allocation coupled maximization problem can
be reduced to cache utility maximization problem with equal
cache space allocation.

3) Finally, for the logarithmic cache utility maximization
problem, the single MT caching constraint is relaxed to multiple MTs caching, which converts the intractable combinatorial
problem into a convex optimization problem. Then a nearoptimal solution is obtained by dual decomposition method.
This solution provides a feasible, efficient and low-overhead
algorithm for implementation in D2D caching networks. The
simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can converge to the maximization solution in a few iterations and
achieve significant performance on cache hit ratio, content
access delay and traffic offloading gain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we review the related work. Section III presents the system
model. Section IV defines the user preference, user interest
similarity, and the content cache utility. Section V proposes
content cache utility optimization problem. Section VI is the
proposed dual decomposition algorithm. Section VII evaluates
the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally is the
conclusion of this work. The main symbols and variables used
in this paper are summarized in Table I.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
The previous works on D2D communication are mainly
focused on how D2D communication can run efficiently as an
underlay to cellular networks, and the research concentrated
on resource allocation and interference avoidance, see [26] and
the reference therein.
With a limited amount of storage on each device, the main
challenge is how cellular traffic can be maximally offloaded
by using D2D communication to satisfy requests for content
as well as to share messages between neighboring devices. A
carefully designed caching deployment strategy would have a
great impact on the network performance of the D2D caching
networks. Some of existing contributions include the caching
deployment optimization and strategy designing [17]–[24], the
design of D2D cache network structure [10], [11], [27], [28],
D2D caching clustering [29], [30], and so on.
In [17], the authors considered the distribution of users
request when designing the caching strategy to maximize the
probability of successful content delivery. With the consideration of content popularity, a cut-off random caching scheme
and a segment-based random caching scheme were proposed
to improve the cache hitting probability [18]. In [19], an
optimization problem was formulated to determine the probability of storing the individual content that could minimize the
average caching failure rate, and then a low-complexity search
algorithm was proposed for solving the optimization problem.
In [20], the authors formulated a continuous time optimization
problem to determine the optimal transmission and caching
policies that minimize a generic cost function, such as energy,
bandwidth or throughput. In [21], a caching allocation scheme
was proposed to enhance storage utilization for D2D networks,
and the optimal storage assignment achieved tradeoff between
static caching and on-demand relaying. In [22], the authors
studied the problem of maximizing cellular traffic offloading
with D2D communication by selectively caching popular
content locally, and exploring maximal matching for senderreceiver pairs. In [23], the authors optimized the content cache
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distribution considering the user’s geographical location in the
D2D network to improve the cache hitting probability. In [24],
the authors combined the channel-aware caching and coded
multicasting for wireless video delivery.
The above works utilize the D2D cache to achieve their
goals by taking the channel state information, the popularity
of the content, the available bandwidth resources, the data
transmission rate, and the distribution of users into account.
However, in the context of multimedia content distribution, the
user’s preference for content has a great impact on the cache
system performance, especially in wireless social networks.
The user preference is a concept from the social networks
and the recommendation systems [31]. In the context of D2D
caching networks, there are existing some caching strategies
that take into account the users interest preferences [3], [32],
[33]. The authors in [3] proposed a mechanism to cache
popular contents proactively in the mobile users, in which,
the files were delivered to some influential mobile users in a
social community and then shared in the community by D2D
communications. In [32], users were divided into different
clusters according to the users’ interest preferences. Then, the
corresponding cache strategy was obtained by compromising
the average download delay of each group. Considering the
difference of users preference and the selfishness nature of
D2D users, a caching incentive scheme based on backpack
theory was proposed in [33].
It is worth mentioning that user preference based caching
strategies have been explored in content centric networking
(CCN) recently [34], [35]. Nevertheless, the works in CCN
pay more attention to the online and on-path caching decision
design, which cannot obtain the overall network performance
optimization.
Although the works in [32]–[35] laid a good foundation in
integrating user’s interest preference to the caching strategy
design, the effect of the similarity of the users interest preference on the caching strategy design is less well understood. In
the caching strategy design, if the MT caches some specific
contents which may be interested by the adjacent MTs, the
cache space utilization can be improved. Hence, the content
caching of a MT should not only consider the user preference
itself, but also take account of the user interest similarity
on the contents of adjacent MTs. Our work fills the gap
by carefully considering the user interest similarity and the
D2D transmission coverage region when defining the content
caching utility, thereby improving the network performance
via the caching deployment problem optimization.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A. Network model
The system model of this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1. A
single macrocell is considered, where a macro BS serves N
uniformly distributed D2D users. In this paper, we consider
the in-band D2D communication, in which, the D2D users
can access the licensed spectrum in a dedicated mode (also
described as an overlay or orthogonal mode in the literature).
In the dedicated mode, the transmission of the cellular users
and the D2D users has assigned a non-overlapping orthogonal

Parameters
BM
BD
ptx
BS
ptx
n
cnn′
cn BS
σ2
N
M
Mn
S
v
φmn
φm (n, n′ )
d (n, n′ )
xmn
ymn
umn

Description
System bandwidth of downlink macrocell
system bandwidth of D2D communication
Maximum transmit power of BS
Transmit power of TM n
Data rate from user n′ to user n
Data rate from severing BS to user n
Additive white Gaussian noise power
Number of users
Number of contents
The number of content cached in MT n
The cache ability of each user
The size of each content
The preference of user n to content m
the interest similarity of user n and n′
The distance between user n and n′
user n caching index for content m
user n cache space allocation for content m
user n cache utility per unit cache space for content m

radio resource, so there is no interference among cellular users
and D2D users, nor interference among D2D users [36].
D2D MT
Cache

Macro BS

Self-Serve

Figure 1. D2D caching
networks.
.

The user n can communicate and share the content directly
with his neighbor MTs through D2D communication link if
user n cached a content. For a given content, which MT to
save the content replica in an overlap region of multiple MTs
will be decide by the caching replacement strategy.
The system bandwidth of downlink macrocell is BM and
the system bandwidth of D2D is BD , we use the time domain
Round-Robin scheduling to allocate the radio resource for cellular users and D2D users [36]. When user n is communicated
with user n′ , the data rate from user n′ to user n is
(
)
gn′ n ptx
n′
′
cnn = BD log 1 +
,
(1)
σ2
when user n is communicated with BS, the data rate from its
severing BS to user n is
)
(
gBS n ptx
BS
,
cn BS = BM log 1 +
(2)
σ2
where σ 2 is additive white Gaussian noise power, ptx
n′ is the
maximum transmit power of user n′ , ptx
is
the
maximum
BS
transmit power of BS, and gn′ n is the channel gain between
user n′ and user n , and gBS n is the channel gain between
BS and user n [37].
B. Caching model
Taking into account the diversity of contents within the
D2D network, this paper assumes that each cell can cache M
contents. More generally, different cells can cache different M
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contents, and the value of M in different cells can be various.
If considering to relax the assumption, we can further consider
that the macro BS (or other functional entity with management
function) selects M contents to be cached according to certain
criteria, for instance, M contents which having the highest
popularity. In addition, due to the limited storage capacity of
MT in the actual application scenario, the amount of data in the
whole contents is much larger than the cache space available
to each MT. The contents are assumed to have the same data
size, and the data volume of each content is v. Each MT has
a cache space which is able to cache up to S contents.
In our caching model, a user can be a content requester
and a content provider. If there exists a complete copy of
content m in its own cache, the request is fulfilled with no
delay and without the need to establish a communication
link. Otherwise, the user broadcasts a request message for
the content m to the neighbor MTs within its coverage, if
the user can find the requested file from a MT’s cache space
within its D2D transmission range, then it can establish a D2D
communication link and obtain the content. If the user cannot
find the requested content neither in its own cache nor its
proximity users, it needs to download the file from the BS.
The aforementioned procedure is straightforward and could
be implemented via the existing approaches, such as how
to establish D2D communication and allocate radio resource,
how to measure content popularity and select the most popular
contents. This paper mainly focuses on the caching deployment problem in the D2D networks, that is, how to cache M
contents among N MTs.
IV. C ACHE U TILITY F UNCTION
A. User preference and users interest similarity
User preference reflects a user’s interest into one content,
and can also indirectly reflect the probability that a user
requests one content. The users preference for contents are
closely related to the type of contents.
We assume that there are K themes for each content in the
network, and W = {w1 , w2 · · · wK } represents the set of all
themes of each content. The property function of content m
under the topic wk is P ro (m, wk ), if content m includes the
theme wk , the value of P ro (m, wk ) is one, otherwise, the
value is zero.
The users have their own preference for each type of
the themes, and we let the preference function P re (n, wk )
representing the preference of the user n for the theme wk .
In this paper, we assume that the user preference function is
represented by mutual information [38], which is defined as,
P re (n, wk ) =I (X (wk ) ; Vj ) = log

p (X (wk ) |Vj )
,
p (X (wk ))

(3)

where X (wk ) is the set of all items which contain feature wk ,
and I (X (wk ) ; Vj ) is the mutual information. p (X (wk )) is
the unconditional feature probability representing the probability of contents containing the feature wk in the whole content
set. p (X (wk ) |Vj ) is the conditional feature probability, i.e.,
the probability of contents including wk in the user n history
information Vj .

The interest of user n to the content m is defined based on
cousin theory, that is,
K
∑

φmn

=√

P ro (m, wk ) P re (n, wk )
√
.
K
K
∑
∑
2
2
[P ro (m, wk )]
[P re (n, wk )]
k=1

k=1

(4)

k=1

The more similar P ro (m, wk ) and P re (n, wk ) are, the
higher φmn is, and 0 ≤ φmn ≤ 1.
According to the above definition of the user preference, the
interest similarity function is further defined to characterize
the interest similarity among users. In this paper, we use a
simple model to capture the user interest similarity of real
social networks [39]. Since φm is within the segment [0, 1] ,
the interest similarity between user n and user n′ is defined
as the Euclidean distance on the wrapped segment,
φm (n, n′ ) = min {|φmn − φmn′ | , 1 − |φmn − φmn′ |} . (5)
The small distance between φmn and φmn′ is, the larger
interest similarity of user n and n′ on the content m is. A
larger interest similarity between two users indicates that the
more likely content cached in one user is requested by the
another user.
B. Cache utility
In this paper, we define the cache utility function of a user
considering both the communication coverage of this user and
the user interest similarity of its adjacent users.
As described above, φ (n, n′ ) represents the interest similarity between user n and user n′ . Besides, we let d (n, n′ )
represents the physical distance between the two users, and let
Φn denotes the set of neighbors of user n in its communication
range. In the D2D communication coverage region of a user,
the more neighbor users, the higher the possibility of content
sharing of the cached content, and the larger the caching utility
of this user. Therefore, the cache utility per unit cache space
of user n caching content m is defined as,
]
∑ [
−α
−β
umn =
φm (n, n′ ) · d(n, n′ )
,
(6)
n′ ∈Φn

where α and β are the weighting factors of the user interest
similarity and the user physical distance.
In the cache utility function definition, the D2D transmission
coverage region is decided by the physical distance of MTs.
We used the physical distance, equivalent to the pathloss, in
the cache utility definition, the reason is that, i) from the
view of the caching management, it is easy to collect the
pathloss among MTs in a macrocell, the caching deployment
can be implemented in a very short interval; ii) the timescale
of content delivery among MTs is larger than that of channel
condition varying with fast fading.
Assumption 1: user n can cache a portion of content m.
This assumption is practical and necessary, because a user may
have multiple interested content to be cached and the cache
space in a MT is relative small compared with the data volume
of the multiple contents.
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we define a caching index xmn = 1 of user n and content
m, indicating that a portion of (or entire) content m is cached
in user n, otherwise xmn = 0.
Suppose the cache space of each MT is S, and the cache
space allocated by the MT n for caching parts of the content m
M
∑
is ymn , we have
ymn < S, it means that all the contents
m=1

cached in the MT n can not exceed the maximal available
cache space.
From the view of the network, the revenue obtained by
content m cached in mobile terminal MT n is xmn ymn umn ,
the total revenue of content m caching in the D2D network is
N
∑
xmn ymn umn , so the cache utility function of content m is
n=1
(N
)
∑
um = f
xmn ymn umn , and the f (·) is a continuously
n=1

differentiable, monotonically increasing, and strictly concave
utility function [40].
In the following section, we will study the problem of
maximizing cache utility for the whole network, so as to find
the optimal caching deployment and cache space allocation.
V. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The goal of this paper is to optimize the cache utility of the
whole network to obtain the caching deployment algorithm,
so as to improve the performance of the network from the
backhaul link’s service offload, cache hit ratio and content
access delay to end users.
A. General utility maximization
1) Unique caching case
Firstly, we consider the scenario that one content only can
be cached one MT. In the case of unique caching, the caching
deployment strategy has to be combined with the allocation
of cache space, because they are interdependent. We construct
an optimization problem as the function of caching index xmn
and cache space allocation ymn . In the case of general utility
function expressions, the utility maximization problem is
( (N
))
M
∑
∑
P1 : max
f
xmn ymn umn

the optimization problem is a challenging 0-1 programming
problem, it can be proved that the optimization problem is
NP-hard problem [41].
2) Multiple caching case
Then, we consider the multiple caching case.
Assumption 2: one content can be cached in multiple MTs
simultaneously. This assumption may require more overhead
to implement, but it is a practical method in D2D caching
networks, since the multiple MTs can collaborative download
and cache some large volume contents.
From (7) we can notice that, under the Assumption 2,
N
∑
the constraint
xmn = 1 can be eliminated, and hence
n=1

there is no need for xmn as additional indicators for caching.
The cache space allocation variable ymn ∈ [0, 1] indicates
the state of caching, i.e., ymn > 0 means a portion of the
content m is cached in MT n, otherwise, ymn = 0 . In this
case, we focus on how the cache space should be allocated
to different contents with different umn so as to maximize
the utility of MTs, instead of considering conjunction with
caching deployment.
We formulate the optimization problem of multiple caching
as follows,
( (N
))
M
∑
∑
P2 : max
f
ymn umn
(8)
y
m=1
n=1
s.t. C3, C4.
It can be seen that the problem P2 is only related to the
cache space allocation of different MTs, without considering
the caching deployment. Therefore, the optimization problem
is simplified.
In the following sections, we show that with the logarithmic utility function, ymn can be directly found without the
Assumption 2, and thus there is no need to decouple xmn
and ymn in this optimization. However, for general utility
maximization, problem P2 can provides an ultimate limit on
achievable network performance.
B. Logarithmic utility and cache space allocation

Logarithmic utility function in particular is a very common
choice
of utility function [40], which naturally achieves some
x,y m=1
n=1
level
of
utility fairness among the contents. To accomplish
N
∑
s.t. C1 :
xmn = 1, ∀m ∈ {1, · · · , M }
this, we use a logarithmic utility function in the cache utility
n=1
C2 :xmn ∈ [0, 1] , ∀m ∈ {1, · · · , M } , and ∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N } maximization problem. The resulting utility function is
(N
)
(N
)
C3 : 0 ≤ ymn ≤ S, ∀m ∈ {1, · · · , M } , and ∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N }
∑
∑
M
f
xmn ymn umn = log
xmn ymn umn . (9)
∑
C4 :
ymn ≤ S, ∀n ∈ {1, · · · , N } .
n=1
n=1
m=1

(7)
In the utility optimization problem P1, xmn can only take
N
∑
0 or 1, where
xmn = 1 represents that content m can
n=1

only be cached in a single MT. 0 ≤ ymn ≤ S means that if
MT n caches the content m, the size of cache space occupied
by content m in the MT n is smaller than the size of the
M
∑
MT cache space.
ymn ≤ S indicates that the size of all
m=1

contents cached in MT n cannot exceed the storage capacity
of MT n. The above restrictions are all linear. Therefore,

This logarithmic utility function is concave, and hence has
diminishing returns. This property encourages cache space
allocation balancing.
In the remainder of this paper, we focus on the caching
deployment with the logarithmic utility function.
First, we consider the unique caching case. In doing so, the
utility maximization problem P1 in (7) is equal to,
( (N
))
M
∑
∑
log
P3 : max
xmn ymn umn
(10)
x,y m=1
n=1
s.t. C1, C2, C3, C4.
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In the problem P3, the constraint conditions are the same
as that of P1. Based on thus constraint conditions, where
the function is a continuously differentiable, monotonically
increasing, and strictly concave utility function, we can obtain
an equivalent transformation as following,
( (N
))
M
∑
∑
log
xmn ymn umn
m=1
n=1
(11)
N
∑
∑
⇔
log (ymn umn ).
n=1 m∈{i|xin =1 }

Therefore, the problem P3 can be rewritten as,
P3′ : max
x,y

N
∑

∑

n=1 m∈{i|xin =1 }

log (ymn umn )

(12)

where N and M denote the number of MTs and number of
contents, respectively. The computation is essentially impossible for even a modest-sized cellular network. To overcome
this, we again invoke the Assumption 2 to allow one content
to be cached in multiple MTs.
In the following, we provide a physical relaxation of C2
in (17) as 0 ≤ xmn ≤ 1. With this physical relaxation, the
indicators xmn can take on any real value in [0, 1], representing
that one content can be cached portion in more than one MT,
which follows the Assumption 1 as well. So optimization
problem of the multiple caching case is,



P5 : max
x

s.t. C1, C2, C3, C4.

M ∑
N

 Su
∑
mn 

xmn log 
M



∑
m=1 n=1
xmn

(18)

m=1

At this point, we first need to consider the optimal allocation
of cache space in the MT n, namely
∑
max
log (ymn umn ),
(13)
y

m∈{i|xin =1 }

which is equal to
∑

max
y

[log (ymn ) + log (umn )].

(14)

m∈{i|xin =1 }

Where, log (umn ) is determined by the unit cache utility umn ,
the above optimization goal is converted to
∑
max
log (ymn )
y m∈{i|x =1 }
in
∏
⇔ max log
ymn
(15)
y
m∈{i|xin =1 }
∏
ymn .
⇔ max M1n
y

m∈{i|xin =1 }

Mn is the number of content cached in MT n, . The
content m cached in the MT n, satisfying the condition
m ∈ {1, · · · , Mn }.
Due to the geometric mean less than the arithmetic mean,
we can obtain
1
√
Mn
y1n y2n · · · yMc n ≤
(y1n + y2n + · · · + yMc n ) (16)
Mn
Proof: See Appendix A.
In this inequality, if and only if y1n = y2n = · · · = yMn n
the equation holds. Therefore, the optimal solution of (15) is
y1n = y2n = · · · = yMn n , showing that the allocated cache
space in the MT n to each cached content is same, namely
equal cache space allocation. So the content m cached in the
( M
)−1
∑
MT n obtain the size of the cache space is S
xmn
.
m=1

According to the above analysis, P3 can be rewritten as,



P4 : max
x

M ∑
N
 Su

∑
mn 

xmn log 
M



∑
m=1 n=1
xmn

(17)

m=1

s.t. C1, C2.
The problem P4 is combinatorial due to the binary( variable
)
M
xmn , the complexity of the brute force search is Θ (N ) ,

s.t. C1,
C5 : 0 ≤ xmn ≤ 1.
This physical relaxation makes the (18) to be convex and
decoupled the caching deployment and cache space allocation.
The P5 will provide an optimal performance of the caching
deployment problem with equal cache space allocation.
Note that the upper bound provided by this physical relaxation is different from that provided by joint caching
deployment with a general utility function. The joint caching
deployment problem of (7) provides an upper bound without
any restriction on cache space allocation with unique caching.
VI. P RIMAL -D UAL A LGORITHM
To solve the convex optimization problem (18), the global
network information is necessary, which requires a centralized
controller for caching deployment and coordination between
mobile users. In this paper, we can assume the macro BSs
act as the centralized controllers, which have been updated
the functions for D2D caching management. The macro BS
controls the D2D users within its covering region.
In this section, we propose a near-optimal algorithm via
Lagrangian dual decomposition.
A. Dual decomposition



(

From (18), we have log Sumn
(

M
∑

log (Sumn ) − log
Mn =

M
∑

)

M
∑

)−1 

xmn

=

m=1

xmn . We introduce a new variable

m=1

xmn representing the number of contents cached

m=1

in the MT n. Then the problem of (18) can be rewritten as,
M ∑
N
∑

P5′ : max
x

m=1 n=1

s.t. C1, C5,
C6 : Mn =

xmn log (Sumn ) −

M
∑

M ∑
N
∑

xmn log Mn

m=1 n=1

xmn ;

m=1

C7 : Mn ≤ M.

(19)
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The redundant constraint Mn ≤ M is added for the analysis
of convergence of the proposed algorithm which represent
that the number of contents cached in user n is less than
the maximum number of contents cached in user n. The only
M
∑
coupling constraint is Mn =
xmn in problem (19). This
m=1

motivates us to turn to the Lagrangian dual decomposition
method whereby a Lagrange multiplier λ is introduced to relax
the coupled constraint. The dual problem is,
D : min D (λ) = fx (λ) + gMn (λ) ,
λ

(20)

x

M ∑
N
∑

xmn log (Sumn − λn )

m=1 n=1

Set t as the iteration index, and define a caching index matrix
X = {xmn }M ×N . A small positive number ε is predefined as the
convergence constant.
Initialization: t = 0, xmn = 0, and the macro BS generates a
random multiplier λn for each MT.
Iteration: in the tth iteration of gradient projection algorithm for the
content m, the procedure is as following,
Step 1: the macro BS obtain the MT n satisfies n∗ =
arg max (log (Sumn ) − λn (t)); then set xmn∗ > 0 and update
n

Mn∗

M
∑

(t + 1) =

(21)

Step 2: the macro BS updates the values of Mn (t + 1) according to
the problem (24), we set its gradient to be 0 with the constraint Mn ≤
M , i.e., λn − 1 − log Mn = 0, then we have, Mn = e(λn (t)−1) , then
the value of Mn is updated by

{

gMn (λ) = max

Mn ≤M

M
∑

Mn (λn − log Mn ).

(

(22)

n=1

λn (t + 1) = λn (t) − δ (t)

B. Algorithm procedure
The procedure of the dual problem solution is executed by
the macro BS. We assume that the all information of caching
utility xmn is known by the macro BS.
The outer problem is solved by the gradient projection
method [42], where the Lagrange multiplier λ is updated in
the opposite direction to the gradient ∇D(λ)
M
∑
∂D(λ)
= Mn −
xmn .
∂ (λn )
m=1

(24)

Step 3: the macro BS updates the Lagrange multiplier value
λn (t + 1) by the following method,

When the optimal value of (19) and (20) is the same, we say
that strong duality holds. Slater condition is one of the simple
constraint qualifications under which strong duality holds. The
constraints in (19) are all linear equalities and inequalities, and
thus the Slater condition reduces to feasibility [42]. Therefore,
the primal problem (19) can be equivalently solved by the
dual problem (20). Denoting xmn (λ∗ ) as the maximizer of
the first sub-problem (21) and Mn (λ∗ ) as the maximizer
of the second sub-problem (22). There exists a dual optimal
λ∗ such that xmn (λ∗ ) and Mn (λ∗ ) are the primal optimal.
Therefore, given the dual optimal λ∗ , we can get the primal
optimal solution by solving the decoupled inner maximization
problems of (21) and (22) separately.

(23)

Evaluating the gradient of the dual objective function (20)
requires us to solve the inner maximization problem, which
has been decomposed into two sub-problems f and g. These
sub-problems are solved by Algorithm 1 as follows.
After iteratively performing the following steps in Algorithm 1, the algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a near-optimal
solution, as discussed in the Section VI. C.
There is a nice interpretation of λn . The multiplier λn works
as a caching price of MT n in the networks. If we interpret
M
∑
xmn as the serving demand for the MT n and Mn as the
m=1

}

Mn (t + 1) = min M, e(λn (t)−1) .

s.t. C1, C5,
and

xmn∗ ;

m=1

in which,
fx (λ) = max

Algorithm 1 Near-optimal algorithm

service the MT n can provide, then λn is the bridge between
demand and supply, and (25) is indeed consistent with the law

Mn (t) −

∑

)

xmn (t)

,

(25)

m

where δ (t) > 0 is a dynamically chosen step size sequence based
on some suitable estimates.
Convergence Judgment: when |D(t + 1) − D(t)| ≤ ε, the iteration
will stop and the caching deployment result is given by caching index
matrix X; otherwise, it will go to the next iteration.

of supply and demand: if the demand

M
∑

xmn for the MT n

m=1

exceeds the supply Mn , the price λn will go up; otherwise, the
price λn will decrease. Thus, when the MT n is over-loaded,
it will increase its price λn and fewer contents will be cached
in it, while other under-loaded MTs will decrease the price so
as to attract more contents.
At each iteration, the complexity of the proposed algorithm
is O (M N ). The gradient method converges fast generally,
especially with the dynamic step size proposed in Sec. VI-C,
and thus the number of iterations is a small number (less than
10 in the simulation).
Meanwhile, we assume that the convergence of the proposed
algorithm is faster enough compared with the timescale of the
cached contents updated and replacement. This can be realized
by a specific content selection and maintaining method, for
example, the macro BS selects the most popular M contents
to be cached for the D2D users in the macrocell. This is
reasonable, because the timescale of the popularity changing
is relatively long. In the practical implementation scenario,
the macro BS acts as a management function entity to update
the proposed algorithm procedure when the MT positions are
changing.
C. Step Size and convergence
Suppose the step size dynamically updates according to,
δ (t) = γ (t)

D (λ (t)) − D (t)
2

∥∂D (λ (t))∥

, 0 <γ ≤ γ (t) ≤ γ̄ < 2, (26)

where D (t) is an estimate of the optimal value D∗ of problem
(20), γ and γ̄ are some scalars [42].
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We consider a procedure for updating D (t), whereby D (t)
is given by
D (t) = min D (λ (t)) − ε (t) ,
0≤τ ≤t

(27)

and ε (t) is updated according to
{
ρε (t) if D (λ (t + 1)) ≤ D (λ (t))
ε (t + 1) =
, (28)
max {θε (t) , ε} otherwise
where ε , θ and ρ are fixed positive constants with θ < 1 and
ρ > 1 [42].
Thus in this procedure, we want to reach to a target level
D (t) that is smaller by ε (t) over the best value achieved.
Whenever the target level is achieved, we increase ε (t) (i.e.,
ρ > 1) or we keep it at the same value (i.e., ρ = 1). If the
target level is not attained at a given iteration, ε (t) is reduced
up to a threshold ε , which guarantees that the step size δ (t)
given in (26) is bounded away from zero. As a result, we have
the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Assume that the step size δ (t) is updated by
the dynamic step size rule (26) with the adjustment procedure
(27) and (28). If D∗ > −∞, where D∗ denotes the optimal
value, then
inf D (t) ≤ D∗ + ε.
(29)
t

Proof: The derivative of function D (λ)(22) is given by
∑
∂D
(30)
(λ) = Mn (λ) −
xmn (λ).
∂λn
m
In our primal problem Mn =

M
∑

xmn ≤ M where N

m=1

is the total number of MTs. According to (30), when Mn
M
∑
and
xmn are bounded, the sub-gradient of dual objective
m=1

function ∂D is also bounded,
sup {∥∂D (λ (t))∥} ≤ µ,

(31)

t

where µ is some scalar. Thus, our problem satisfies the
necessary conditions of Proposition 6.3.6 in [42]. By applying
this proposition, the theorem is proved.
VII. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Simulation assumptions
In the simulation, a macro BS is deployed at the center
of the cell and N users are uniformly randomly distributed
in the cell, and can communicate with any neighbor users
in each user own coverage. We assume the storage capacity
of each user are equal and the initial states are empty. The
popularity of M contents follows a Zipf -like distribution
as previous studies [43], and the content size v is set to
1024 bytes. We use φmn to model the data request of the
user n for the content m, varying φmn characterizes the
heterogeneous request among different users. For each user
M
∑
n, we assume that
φmn = 1. We also assume that the
m=1

macro BS is aware of all the users preferences, i.e. {φmn }
is a common knowledge within the network. Note that, the
preference of each user evolves at a timescale much slower

than the timescale of content requesting, and it can be learned
accurately by monitoring his activity [43].
In the simulation, the parameter setting used for D2D communication is cited from the Technical Report of 3GPP [44],
the system bandwidth of D2D communication is 10MHz
uplink and 10MHz downlink for FDD, and the indoor to
indoor channel model is used as defined in [44], including
the pathloss, shadowing and the fast fading. The detailed
simulation parameters are given in Table II.
TABLE II: Simulation Parameters

Parameters
Carrier frequency
System bandwidth of downlink Macrocell
System bandwidth of downlink D2D
System bandwidth of uplink D2D
Inter-Cell distance
Minimum distance between UE and BS
Minimum distance between UEs
Maximum transmit power of BS
Transmit power of D2D
Noise power

Value
2 GHz
10 MHz
10 MHz
10 MHz
500 m
35 m
3m
46 dBm
30 dBm
-174 dBm/Hz

We compare the performance of the following caching
schemes:
Preference Aware Caching (PAC): The proposed caching
placement algorithm via dual decomposition. In the simulation, the parameters related with PAC are setting as, α= 1,
β= 1, ε= 0.1, δ= 2, θ= 0.8, ρ= 1.6 and µ=M .
Random Complete Caching (RCC): In this caching
scheme MTs cache data items randomly and then other MTs
choose to get the replica from the nearest cache MT or from
the BS. The computational complexity of RCC is O (M N ).
In this paper, the performance criteria considered are the
average content access delay, cache hit ratio, offloading ratio,
and the content caching utility. The detailed definitions are
given as following.
Average content access delay is defined as the average
service delay of M content request within the simulation
period of N users, which reflects the effect of the caching
strategy on the user experience. The data volume of the content
m queried by the user n is vφmn , and the content m can be
transferred from the BS if xmn = 0, or partial from BS and
partial from D2D users if xmn > 0. So the average content
access delay is calculated as,
)
N
M (
1 ∑∑
vφmn
τ=
, (32)
M N n=1 m=1 cnn′ xmn + cn BS (1 − xmn )
where, cnn′ and cn BS are the data rate from D2D user and
BS calculated according to (1) and (2).
Cache hit ratio is the percentage that the interested content
item of a user transferred by its neighbor D2D users within
its transmission coverage region or its own cache space.
The cache hit ratio reflects the effect of caching strategy on
reducing the traffic of BS. The higher the cache hit ratio is,
the better performance of the caching strategy we can achieve.
The cache hit ratio is calculated as,
)
N ∑
M (
∑
2
1 − e−d φmn xmn
(33)
η= n m N M
,
∑∑
φmn
n m
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h=

n m

m=1

v

N ∑
M
∑

6000
PAC S=8,M=10
RCC S=8,M=10
PAC S=4,M=10
RCC S=4,M=10

5000

4000
System utility

where, the denominator is the total data requests of N users for
M contents, and the numerator is total data requests responded
by D2D transmissions.
Offloading ratio is the ratio of the amount of data offloaded
by the D2D content delivery to the total amount of the request
data in the cell, which reflects the ability of offloading the
traffic of BS. Considering the actual application scenario, the
data volume of all the contents is much larger than the cache
space available to each MT, so the expression of the offloading
ratio is,
(
( M
)−1 )
)
(
N ∑
M
∑
∑
2
xmn
1 − e−d φmn xmn S

3000

2000

1000

. (34)

0
20

φmn

40

60
Number of users

80

100

n m
Figure 3. System utility comparison with varying number of users.

where, the denominator is the data volume of all the M
contents requested by all the N users, and the numerator is
the data volume of requested contents delivered by the D2D
transmissions.

i) Convergence validation of PAC
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Figure 4. Average content access delay comparison with varying number of users.
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B. Simulation results
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Figure 2. Convergence validation of the PAC.

Firstly, the convergence of the proposed PAC algorithm is
verified in Fig. 2. In the simulation, the cache space size of
each MT is set as S = 8, and the number of contents is M
= 10. It can be observed that the PAC can converge to the
approximate optimal solution within 10 times iterations both
in the cases of 20 and 40 MTs. When N = 40, the fluctuations
before convergence are relatively larger compared with the
case of N=20. This is because when there are the more users,
there will be more the state of the caching, consequently the
proposed algorithm needs to take more time to choose the best
fitted MT to cache the contents before reaching a steady state.
ii) Impact of the user number and the cache space size
In this part, we give the total system utility, average content
access delay, offloading ratio and cache hit ratio of the
proposed PAC against the RCC when the cache space is S=4
and S=8 respectively. Here we set the number of contents as
M=10, and the number of user is changing from 20 to 100.

Fig. 3 shows the total system utility increases as the number
of users increasing. This is due to the fact that the higher the
total users number, the higher the neighbor users number, leads
to the higher of the unit cache utility and the number of the
cached users. Meanwhile, since we take the user preference
into account, the increasing of the total system utility of the
proposed PAC is faster than that of the RCC, especially in the
case S=8 and M=10.
From the Fig. 4, we can see that the proposed PAC achieves
significant gains in terms of lower average content access
delay compared to RCC with varying number of users. We
should notice that, when the number of users is increasing,
the average content access delay of PAC increases gradually,
this is because that the number of users that cache content
does not increase as fast as the total number of users. On the
other hand, the average content access delay of RCC almost
remains invariable value as the user number increasing. From
the result, we can understand that even a very small cache
space can obtain a considerable average content access delay
gain when the caching strategy is designed elaborated.
Fig. 5 is the cache hit ratio performance of PAC and
RCC. The cache hit ratio of the proposed PAC decreases
as the number of users increases, while that of the RCC
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Figure 5. Cache hit ratio comparison with varying number of users.
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Figure 8. Average content access delay with varying number of contents.

has no significant changes. The reason is that the proposed
PAC is preference aware and consider the limitation of D2D
communication distance between users, the higher the number
of neighbor users, the higher the possibility of content sharing,
and therefore the greater the cache hit ratio. The performance
advantage of PAC reaches up to 98% and 18.9% relative to the
RCC when S=8 and S=4, respectively. The simulation results
indicate that, the cache space has a large impact on the cache
hit ratio and the content delivery performance.
Fig. 6 compares the offloading ratio for different caching
schemes, the results shows that this performance advantage
reaches up to 78% and 41%, respectively. The results show
that the proposed PAC achieves significant offloading ratio
by considering users similarity preference, especially in the
case S=8 and M=10. The results also show that, the offloading
ratio decreases with the increasing number of users, as more
requested contents cannot be fulfilled.
From the simulation results above, we can see that all the
performances of the proposed PAC are significantly improved
as compared to RCC. Meanwhile, we note that with a given
user number, the larger the cache space will lead to the higher
the system’s total utility, better offloading ratio gain, higher
the cache hit ratio, and the smaller the average content access

delay. The reason is obvious, the higher cache capacity allows
the cached MTs to cache more popular contents.
iii) Impact of the content number and the cache space size
In this part, we consider a special but practical case in D2D
caching networks, that is, there are a large number of contents
in the network and a small cache space of each MT. We verify
the performance of the caching schemes with varying number
of contents. Here we set the number of users is N=100, the
number of contents changes from 10 to 10000, the number of
cache space S = 4 andS = 8. Fig. 7-Fig. 10 show the system
total utility, average content access delay, offloading ratio and
cache hit ratio of the proposed PAC against the RCC.
Fig. 7 shows that the total system utility increases as
the number of users increasing, and the utility value of the
proposed PAC is always higher than that of the RCC. We
also note that the utility value of the PAC and RCC do not
change obviously when the number of contents is around 500.
This is due to the fact that with the increase of the number
of contents, the distribution of popular content is more and
more dispersed, and the user preference for contents are also
increasingly scattered. RCC randomly select contents without
considering the user preference, whereas the proposed PAC
considers the user preference to maximize the caching utility.
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Figure 9. Cache hit ratio with varying number of contents.
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The comparison of the average content access delay with
varying number of contents is given in Fig. 8. We can see that
the proposed PAC achieves much lower content access delay
compared to the RCC. Meanwhile, the average content access
delay increases with the increasing of the number of contents.
This is due to the fact that with the increase of the number
of contents, the MTs with limited cache space cannot cache
all the contents which requested by the neighbor users, which
leads that macro BS will provide more contents to the users.
Fig. 9 compares the cache hit ratio of the PAC and RCC for
different numbers of contents with S=8 and S=4. The cache
hit ratio of the proposed PAC decreases as the number of
contents increasing. The reason is that with the increasing of
the number of contents, the users cannot cache all contents
with limited cache space. The cache hit ratio of the PAC
outperforms that of the RCC. The performance gain increases
as the storage capacity increases, since higher capacity allows
the MTs to cache more popular contents following their
caching strategies.
We can see from the Fig. 10 that the offloading ratio
of the proposed PAC has great improvement compared that
of the RCC, especially when the case space size is large.
Meanwhile, we can also observe that the offloading ratio of

the proposed PAC with S=4 is higher than that of the RCC
with S=8 even when the number of contents is larger than
3000. This is due to the fact that with the increase in the
number of contents, the distribution of popular contents is
more and more dispersed, and the user preference for contents
is also increasingly scattered. RCC randomly selects contents
without considering the user preference, whereas the proposed
PAC considers the user preference to cache the most suitable
contents.
From Fig. 7-Fig. 10, we can obtain the conclusion that
the performance of the proposed PAC is affected by the
number of contents when the number of contents is small,
e.g., less than 1000 in the simulation, and the performance of
PAC is almost unaffected when the content number is large
enough. This is because that the preferred contents of each
user will be affected by the Zipf -like distribution. Even when
the number of contents is very large, the contents interested
by users gathered some most popular contents in a Zipf -like
distribution.
It is worth mentioning that the performance of the proposed
PAC algorithm can be improved if we consider the multi-hop
D2D communication. In this paper we consider the single-hop
D2D communication, in which, each MT can only communicate with others within its own communication coverage in
one hop. When the user’s request cannot be responded by the
D2D caching within its transmission coverage, the contents
can only be obtained from the BS directly. If we consider a
multi-hop communication in the D2D networks, the contents
can be fetched via a MT far away from one hop transmission
coverage or the BS which has larger content caching utility.
In short, we prove the effectiveness and efficiency of our
proposed PAC by changing the number of users, the size of
cache space, and the number of contents. Simulation results
show that compared to the existing RCC scheme, our proposed
PAC can reduce the content access delay, increase the cache
hit ratio, offloading ratio, and the system utility. With this, it
comes to the conclusion that the user preference aware caching
scheme is superior to other caching schemes.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a user preference aware
caching deployment algorithm. The proposed algorithm measures the content caching utilization taking account of both
the user preference and the transmission coverage region with
the aim to replicate the content of interest near the nodes
generating the content requests. By doing so, the proposed
algorithm would be able to cache specific contents that match
the user preference that may also be interested by the adjacent
nodes at unpopulated region. Beyond that, we have introduced
a caching utility function with the aim to maximize caching
utility in order to enhance the possibility of content sharing of
among the multiple MTs. The proposed centralized algorithm
has obtained the near-optimal performance of the caching
deployment, which can be used as the benchmark for the
online caching strategy design.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF THE E QUATION (16)
√
y1n y2n ...yMcn ≤

Mn

1
Mn

(y1n + y2n + y3n + ...yM cn )
Mc
∑
ln ymn

m=1
√
Mn
Mn y
1n y2n ...yMcn = e
Mc
∑
ln ymn

.

e

y1n +y2n +...yMcn
Mn

=

m=1

Mn

(35)
Letf (x) = ex , by the nature of the convex function we can
obtain that
 Mc

M
∑
∑c
ln ymn
f (ln ymn )
 m=1
 m=1


f
.
(36)
≤
Mn
Mn
So, we can prove that
1
√
y1n y2n ...yMcn ≤
(y1n + y2n + y3n + ...yM cn ) .
Mn
(37)

Mn
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